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(57) Abstract: A system ( 11) and method (50) for displaying relationships between concepts (14c, 14d) to provide classification

, suggestions via nearest neighbor is provided. Reference concepts (14d) previously classified and a set of uncoded concepts (14c)
are provided. At least one uncoded concept (14c) is compared with the reference concepts (14d). One or more of the reference
concepts (14d) that are similar to the at least one uncoded concept (14c) are identified. Relationships between the at least one un-

¾ coded concept (14c) and the similar reference concept (14d) are depicted on a display for classifying the at least one uncoded con-
cept (14c).
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1. A method (50) for displaying relationships between concepts

(14c, 14d) to provide classification suggestions via nearest neighbor,

comprising:

providing reference concepts (14d) each associated with a

classification code (96) and a set of uncoded concepts (14c), wherein each of

the reference concepts (14d) and the uncoded concepts (14c) comprises one or

more nouns extracted from a plurality of documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29);

comparing at least one uncoded concept (14c) with the reference

concepts (14d) and identifying one or more of the reference concepts (14d)

that are similar to the at least one uncoded concept (14c); and

depicting relationships between the at least one uncoded concept (14c)

and the similar reference concepts (14d) for classifying the at least one

uncoded concept (14c),

wherein the steps are performed on a suitably programmed computer.

2. A method (50) according to Claim 1, further comprising:

classifying the at least one uncoded concept by assigning a

classification code (96) based on the relationships between the at least one

uncoded concept and the similar reference concepts (14d).

3. A method (50) according to Claim 2, further comprising:

adding the classified at least one uncoded concept to the reference

concepts (14d).

4. A method (50) according to Claim 2, further comprising:

providing a confidence level for the classification code (96) of the at

least one uncoded concept.

5. A method (50) according to Claim 2, further comprising:

identifying those documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29) associated with the

classified at least one uncoded concept; and

assigning the classification code (96) for the classified at least one

uncoded concept to one or more of the associated documents (14a, 17, 20, 26,



6. A method (50) according to Claim 5, wherein the documents

(14a, 17, 20, 26, 29) are identified using a matrix comprising a mapping of

concepts and related documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29).

7 . A method (50) according to Claim , further comprising:

generating the reference concepts (14d) from a set of concepts,

comprising at least one of:

identifying the concepts that are dissimilar from each other

concept in the set of concepts and assigning the classification code (96) to

each of the dissimilar concepts, as the reference concepts (14d); and

grouping the set of concepts into clusters (92), selecting one or

more of the concepts in at least one cluster, and assigning the classification

code (96) to each of the selected concepts, as the reference concepts (14d).

8. A method (50) according to Claim 1, further comprising:

determining the similar reference concepts (14d), comprising:

forming a score vector for each uncoded concept and each

reference concept; and

calculating a similarity metric by comparing the score vectors

for the at least one uncoded concept and each of the reference concepts ( 14d);

and

selecting the reference concepts (14d) with the highest

similarity metrics as the similar reference concepts (14d).

9. A method (50) according to Claim 1, further comprising:

determining the similar reference concepts (14d), comprising:

determining a measure of similarity between the at least one

uncoded concept and each of the reference concepts (14d) based on the

comparison;

applying a threshold to the measures of similarity; and

selecting those reference concepts (14d) that satisfy the

threshold as the similar reference concepts (14d).

10. A method (50) according to Claim 1, further comprising:



clustering the uncoded concepts (14c) and displaying the clusters (92);

and

displaying the similar reference concepts (14d) in a list adjacent to the

clusters (92).

11. A system (10) for displaying relationships between concepts to

provide classification suggestions via nearest neighbor, comprising:

a database to maintain reference concepts (14d) each associated with a

classification code (96) and a set of uncoded concepts (14c), wherein each of

the reference concepts (14d) and the uncoded concepts (14c) comprises one or

more nouns extracted from a plurality of documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29);

a similarity module to compare at least one uncoded concept with the

reference concepts (14d) and to identify one or more of the reference concepts

(1 d) that are similar to the at least one uncoded concept; and

a display to depict relationships between the at least one uncoded

concept and the similar reference concepts (14d) for classifying the at least

one uncoded concept.

12. A system (10) according to Claim 11, further comprising:

a classification module to classify the at least one uncoded concept by

assigning a classification code (96) based on the relationships between the at

least one uncoded concept and the similar reference concepts (14d).

13. A system (10) according to Claim 12, further comprising:

a reference module to add the classified at least one uncoded concept

to the reference concepts (14d).

14. A system (10) according to Claim 12, wherein the classification

module provides a confidence level for the classification code (96) of the at

least one uncoded concept.

15. A system (10) according to Claim 12, further comprising:

a document classification module to identify those documents (14a, 17,

20, 26, 29) associated with the classified at least one uncoded concept and to

assign the classification code (96) for the classified at least one uncoded

concept to one or more of the associated documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29).



16. A system (10) according to Claim 15, wherein the documents

(14a, 17, 20, 26, 29) are identified using a matrix comprising a mapping of

concepts and related documents (14a, 17, 20, 26, 29).

17. A system (10) according to Claim 11, further comprising:

a reference set module to generate the reference concepts (14d) from a

set of concepts, comprising at least one of:

a comparison module to identify the concepts that are

dissimilar from each other concept in the concept set and to assign the

classification code (96) to each of the dissimilar concepts, as the reference

concepts (14d); and

a reference clustering module to group the set of concepts into

one or more clusters (92), to select one or more of the concepts in at least one

cluster, and to assign the classification code (96) to each of the selected

concepts, as the reference concepts (14d).

18. A system (10) according to Claim 11, further comprising:

a concept similarity module to determine the similar reference

concepts (14d), comprising:

a vector module to form a score vector for each uncoded

concept and each reference concept; and

a similarity measurement module to calculate a similarity

metric by comparing the score vectors for the at least one uncoded concept

and each of the reference concepts (14d) and to select the reference concepts

(14d) with the highest similarity metrics as the similar reference concepts

(14d).

19. A system (10) according to Claim 11, further comprising:

a concept similarity module to determine the similar reference

concepts (14d), comprising:

a similarity measurement module to determine a measure of

similarity between the at least one uncoded concept and each of the reference

concepts (14d) based on the comparison; and



a threshold module to apply a threshold to the measures of

similarity and to select those reference concepts (14d) that satisfy the

threshold as the similar reference concepts (14d).

20. A system (10) according to Claim 11, further comprising:

a clustering module to cluster the uncoded concepts (14c); and

the display to present the clusters (92) and the similar reference

concepts (14d) in a list adjacent to the clusters (92).
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